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Who We Are
Founded in 2006, Ecopax is an agile, family-owned manufacturing company that has grown quickly because we are committed to developing real
one-to-one relationships with our customers, vendors and employees. These relationships form the bedrock of our identity. That’s why we
continually invest in the quality of the products we manufacture and the people we employ.
In an industry of big corporations who dictate the framework of the vendor-customer relationship, Ecopax’s clients enjoy something different – a
live person each time they call. Our sales team actively listens to customer challenges and quickly responds with product options that will meet
their criteria for performance, price and delivery.
How We Operate
All packaging – paper, metal, glass, plastic and foam – leaves an environmental footprint on our precious planet. Our disposable products are no
exception.
Ecopax minimizes the impact of our production processes by staying on top of current research and employing innovations in green
manufacturing. We believe efficient and eco-conscious production that uses fewer toxic materials and less energy is critical to the health of the
environment. We encourage you to learn more about polystyrene, a core component in our packaging.
What We Do
Ecopax manufactures single-use foam and plastic takeout containers, retail food trays and consumer tabletop ware. Our offering of
single-use cups and food service containers provides economical purchasing solutions that meet the disposable packaging needs of restaurants,
food processors and grocery stores.
Located in Pennsylvania’s Lehigh Valley, our two manufacturing plants were constructed close to major interstate roadways to deliver high-quality
takeout packaging to foodservice supply distributors and brokers throughout the Northeast, Mid-Atlantic and Southeast regions.
The Why That Drives Ecopax
Our philosophy is driven by our laser focus on three core values: consistent quality, competitive pricing and exceptional customer service.
We proactively work to align our operations and team with this philosophy, so that our customers can benefit every day, on every order. The
product selection we market comes from a deep understanding of the durability and pricing our customers need and expect.
Our products represent what we make, but our customers make us who we are.
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